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Abstract: With the rapid developments of hyperspectral imaging, the cost of collecting hyperspectral
data has been lower, while the demand for reliable and detailed hyperspectral annotations has
been much more substantial. However, limited by the difficulties of labelling annotations, most
existing hyperspectral image (HSI) classification methods are trained and evaluated on a single
hyperspectral data cube. It brings two significant challenges. On the one hand, many algorithms
have reached a nearly perfect classification accuracy, but their trained models are hard to generalize
to other datasets. On the other hand, since different hyperspectral datasets are usually not collected
in the same scene, different datasets will contain different classes. To address these issues, in this
paper, we propose a new paradigm for HSI classification, which is training and evaluating separately
across different hyperspectral datasets. It is of great help to labelling hyperspectral data. However,
it has rarely been studied in the hyperspectral community. In this work, we utilize a three-phase
scheme, including feature embedding, feature mapping, and label reasoning. More specifically, we
select a pair of datasets acquired by the same hyperspectral sensor, and the classifier learns from
one dataset and then evaluated it on the other. Inspired by the latest advances in zero-shot learning,
we introduce label semantic representation to establish associations between seen categories in the
training set and unseen categories in the testing set. Extensive experiments on two pairs of datasets
with different comparative methods have shown the effectiveness and potential of zero-shot learning
in HSI classification.

Keywords: hyperspectral image; classification across datasets; deep learning; semantic representa-
tion; zero-shot learning

1. Introduction

Hyperspectral image (HSI) is characterized by a higher spectral resolution than con-
ventional remote sensing images. It usually presents as a 3D data cube. HSI classification
is one of the essential techniques in hyperspectral data analysis. It refers to classifying
each pixel in the image based on spectral and spatial features. The rich spatial and spectral
information in an HSI positively enhances the interpretation capability of remote sensing
images, making HSI classification techniques attract widespread attention and widely
used in environmental monitoring, precision agriculture, resource exploration, military
reconnaissance, disaster assessment and other fields [1–6].

In recent years, the rapid development of hyperspectral imaging has remarkably
reduced the cost of collecting hyperspectral data, especially since the successful imple-
mentation of miniaturization has improved the portability of hyperspectral sensors. It has
stimulated a massive increase in HSI datasets, and various hyperspectral applications have
given rise to strong demand for reliable and detailed annotations. It poses two significant
challenges for HSI classification. Firstly, in the hyperspectral community, a vast amount
of works for HSI classification has been developed recently, focusing on leveraging the
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richness of features [7,8]. Many of them have reached near-perfect classification perfor-
mance on public hyperspectral datasets. However, it is worth noting that, unlike visual
classification datasets, the HSI dataset is an individual data cube formed from hundreds of
band images acquired by a hyperspectral sensor in the same scene [9,10]. Since labelling
the hyperspectral data is quite laborious and expensive, the current hyperspectral domain
has no such scale database like ImageNet [11]. Hence, almost all existing HSI classification
methods are trained and evaluated in a single data cube [12,13]. Worse still, most of them
take the random sampling strategy to split training and testing sets, which distributions
of training and testing sets are shown in Figure 1b,c. Various semantic segmentation and
HSI classification algorithms have demonstrated the importance of spatial features for
model performance improvement [14–17]. When it comes to calculating spatial features in
the neighbouring region, it easily results in an overlapping problem between the training
set and the testing set in the spatial domain. It would make a possible over-optimistic
estimation of classification performance [18–20]. Besides, only a tiny fraction of pixels in
the existing public HSI dataset are labelled, while traditional supervised classifiers require
sufficient labelled training samples for each category. It leads to an insufficient training
sample problem. All these problems pose a threat to the further development of supervised
learning-based classification methods. Second, as shown in Figure 1, different colour
represents a different type of land-covers, and the spatial distributions of them described
a kind of inherent characteristic of this scene. Datasets collected in other scenes usually
have some degree of distinction in both spatial distributions and types of land covers, such
as Indian Pines dataset [21], Salinas dataset [22], etc. It leads to poor performance when
the trained models are directly generalized to new datasets [23–25]. Therefore, we need to
develop a classification model that can be adapted to new datasets, including adapting the
differences in spatial distribution and the new categories. This also places a high demand
on the generalization ability of the classification models.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. (a) The HSI data cube of Indian Pines dataset [21], (b,c) illustrate the training set and the
testing set under the random sampling strategy in HSI classification. The colored points represent
the selected pixels. The training set consists of samples randomly selected with a fixed number in
each categories, and the remaining samples form the testing set.

In this paper, we introduce a new paradigm for HSI classification to address the
above limitations, where classification models are trained and evaluated across different
datasets. It has hardly been studied in the hyperspectral community yet. Specifically,
the classifier is trained on one dataset and evaluated on the other dataset. As mentioned
earlier, evaluating another dataset would bring some new and unseen categories, so the
main challenge under the new classification paradigm is to establish correlations between
seen and unseen categories. The labels of hyperspectral categories are artificially defined
based on the common knowledge of natural science. The semantic representations of such
labels can be considered as a kind of high-level feature. Inspired by recent advances in
zero-shot learning, we tackle the gap between seen and unseen categories by introducing
word semantic representations. It provides the possibility to implement label prediction
between different HSI datasets. We can obtain semantic representations of all labels and
then establish associations between the learned categories in the training set and the unseen
categories in the testing set in the same embedding space. Thus, for the task of training
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and evaluating classification models across datasets, our complete scheme can be divided
into three phases, including feature embedding, feature mapping and label reasoning.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We break through the traditional paradigm of dividing training and testing data on
a single data cube in the HSI classification. This work introduces a new paradigm
for HSI classification that trains a classifier on one HSI dataset and tests on another.
Specifically, a pair of HSI datasets captured from the same imaging sensor is selected
to form the training set and the testing set, respectively.

• The main challenge of HSI classification across different datasets is that the gap
between those two datasets. Except for the difference in spatial distribution, there may
be new and unseen categories in the testing set. The proposed solution is that employ
word semantic representation of labels to narrow the gap between seen categories in
the training set and unseen categories in the testing set. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to introducing semantic representations for HSI classification
across different datasets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some related work,
including zero-shot learning and word semantic representation. In Section 3, we present
the problem setup. Section 4 introduces the details of the proposed three-phase scheme
for HSI classification. Experimental results and implementation details are provided in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper and hints at plausible future research lines.

2. Related Work

This section describes the background and existing works that are most related to our
research, including the development of zero-shot learning and label semantic representation.

2.1. Zero-Shot Learning

Zero-shot learning is aroused by humans’ ability to recognize new categories purely
based on the learned high-level description. This kind of study aims to intelligently
apply previously learned knowledge to help future recognition tasks, which has received
increasing interest [26–29]. Contrary to this classic paradigm of supervised learning, zero-
shot learning is to reason the label of the unseen category with learned knowledge, and the
“zero” means no training examples [30–32].

As shown in Figure 2, the solution for zero-shot learning is to firstly employ side
information, i.e., label semantic embeddings from external knowledge sources, to narrow
the gap between the seen and unseen categories. Label semantic representations such as
attributes and word vectors are common choices in zero-shot learning, both of them are
high-level descriptions of the label [30,33,34]. The association between seen and unseen
categories is established in the label semantic feature space. Then, the correspondence
between semantic features and visual features is learned through feature mapping. Hence,
such a correspondence can be transferred from seen categories to unseen categories.

Recent approaches have made significant success in zero-shot learning. Changpinyo
et al. [26] assume that the cluster center of visual features are target semantic representations
and leverage structural relations on the clusters to further regularize the model, and finally
force the semantic representations to be predictive of their visual exemplars. Annadani
et al. [28] devise objective functions that help preserve the structure of the semantic space
in the embedding space by utilizing semantic relations between categories. Wang et al. [35]
uses the latent-space distributions as a prior for a supervised variational autoencoder and
presents a deep generative model for zero-shot learning.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the basic framework of zero-shot learning. Visual features of training data
and testing data are derived by visual embedding, Label semantic features are acquired by semantic
embedding from seen and unseen labels as side information. The correspondence between semantic
features and visual features is learned through feature mapping.

2.2. Word Semantic Representation

As a tool for expressing ideas that have evolved over millions of years, words are not
something that computers can understand. It has highly abstract characteristics. Word em-
bedding is a kind of semantic representation, which can make natural language computer-
readable [36,37]. By embedding words into a dense space, we can represent words numer-
ically in a way that captures them in vectors that have tens or hundreds of dimensions
instead of millions. It is one of the most vital techniques in natural language processing
(NLP) [38].

Generally, the goal of constructing a word embedding space is to capture some sort
of relationship in that space, be it semantic, morphology, context, or some other kind of
relationship. Figure 3a shows the label semantic distributions of the Pavia Center dataset.
Typically, words with similar meanings will have vector representations that are close
together in the embedding space. Figure 3b presents the distance between different labels
by the PCA two-dimensional projection.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Label semantic distributions of the Pavia Center dataset, (b) PCA visualization of word
embeddings in a two-dimensional space.

Word2vec is a method to create word embeddings efficiently and has been around
since 2013 [39]. Some of its concepts are effective in creating recommendation engines and
making sense of sequential data even in commercial, non-language tasks [40]. Even better,
some pieces of literature have proved that the pre-trained word embeddings can apply
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to many tasks [41,42]. The beauty is that different word embeddings are created either
in different ways or using different text corpora to map this distributional relationship.
Hence, word embeddings can help us with different down-stream tasks in many fields
besides NLP.

3. Problem Definition

The main challenge of HSI classification across different datasets is to classify new
categories that are unseen in the training process. Let ZT R = {z1

tr, ..., zs
tr} denotes a set of s

seen categories and ZT E = {z1
te, ..., zu

te} symbolizes a set of u unseen categories. It should
be emphasized that the testing set contains new categories, even without any intersection
with the training set.

In this task, the training set is defined as T R = {(xtr
i , ytr

i )}
Ntr
i=1, where xtr

i ∈ XT R
represents a labeled sample in the training categories and ytr

i ∈ YT R is its corresponding
label, and a testing set is defined as T E = {(xte

i , yte
i )}

Nte
i=1, where xte

i ∈ XT E is a labeled
sample in the testing categories and yte

i ∈ YT E is the label of it. The goal of this task is to
classify unseen testing samples by the knowledge learned from the training set.

First, to narrow the gap between the seen and unseen categories, a hyperspectral
feature embedding function φ(·) is employed to extract the hyperspectral features of
samples and project them into the common visual feature space,

φ : X → X̃ , (1)

where X̃ ∈ RV is a hyperspectral embedding in V-dimensional visual feature space.
Since the training set and the testing set have no intersection, we have to utilize some

auxiliary information to build the relationship between them. A typical assumption is that
each category in ZT R and ZT E is associate with semantic embedding vectors in a common
semantic feature space. We employ a label transformation model ψ(·),

ψ : Z → Z̃ , (2)

where Z̃ ∈ RS is a semantic embedding in S-dimensional label semantic feature space.
Through projecting the category of training and testing set into a joint label semantic
embedding space, the inner-class connection between them is established.

Then, we construct hyperspectral feature φ(xtr) paired with label semantic feature
ψ(ztr) on the training set through their label ytr to learn the mapping between them. Finally,
the learned mapping is applied to the testing data to get the corresponding embedding,
and the final label is derived by similarity measurement.

The final classifier f can be formed as:

f = g(h(φ(x), ψ(z))), (3)

where h(·) indicates a mapping model between φ(x) and ψ(z), usually learned from the
training set, and g(·) can be a classification model based on a similarity metric.

Given the instance xte
i from T E , our aim is to estimate the label yte

i by a three-phase
approach.

(A) Employ φ(·) to embed xte
i into visual feature space, and ψ(·) to embed yte

i into label
semantic feature space, respectively.

(B) Learn a feature mapping h(·) between hyperspectral feature and label semantic
feature on the training set.

(C) Predict the embedding of testing data by the learned mapping h(·), and infer its final
label by a similarity metric g(·).
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4. Methodology

In this section, we give a detailed introduction of our method. We first introduce the
overview of the framework, and then give the detailed information of the whole scheme in
three phases.

4.1. Overview of the Framework

As illustrated in Figure 4, the whole scheme for HSI classification across different
datasets can be described in three phases. Phase A is the feature embedding phase (see
Figure 5), which aims to obtain the discriminative features φ(x) of HSI data as well as
the semantic representation of the category labels ψ(z) to establish the association of the
same kind of features in different datasets. Phase B is feature mapping (see Figure 6), in
which we learn the correspondence h(·) between hyperspectral features and label semantic
representations by feature mapping in the training set. Finally, in phase C, named the label
reasoning phase (see Figure 7), we apply the learned mapping to the testing set and employ
the similarity metric g(·) to reason about the final labels.

Feature 

Mapping
Training

Mapping 

matrix

Feature 

Embedding

Hyperspectral 

Features

Label Semantic 

Features

Mapping 

matrix

Label 

Reasoning

Feature 

Embedding

Training dataset

Seen Categories

Testing dataset

Unseen Categories

Result

Ground truth

Hyperspectral 

Features

Label Semantic 

Features

 Asphalt
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 Gravel

 Painted metal sheets

 Bare Soil

 Self-Blocking Bricks

  Water
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  Bitumen

  Tiles

  Shadows

Figure 4. Illustration of the whole scheme. In the training process, through feature embedding, the
training data and the label of categories are embedded into the corresponding feature spaces to obtain
hyperspectral features and label semantic features respectively. Then, a mapping matrix representing
the correspondences between these features is learned by feature mapping. In the testing process,
the learned mapping is transferred to the hyperspectral features and label semantic features of the
testing data. At last, we derive the final label by label reasoning.

4.2. Phase A: Feature Embedding
4.2.1. Hyperspectral Feature Embedding

The origin HSI data are embedded into the hyperpsectral feature space by an HSI
classification model. In general, the hyperspectral features are the middle-level output
of a classification model. Various models have been proposed in the field of HSI classifi-
cation [43–47]. The choice of model is flexible here, and three possible architectures are
considered in our work.

The first choice is the recurrent neural network (RNN), which has advantages in
sequence modeling. Mou et al. [48] firstly introduced RNN in HSI classification, which has
proven that RNN can be used to extract abundant spectral features in HSI. Later, aiming at
the contextual information among adjacent spectral, the bands-grouping strategy has been
proposed by [49,50]. In this work, we adopt the bands-grouping RNN as the hyperspectral
feature embedding model.
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We also consider a feature extraction model focusing on the spatial information. We
adopt the deep residential network (ResNet) proposed by He et al. [45] in 2016, and it has
been applied to HSI classification according to [44]. The highlight of ResNet is skipping
over layers, which can effectively avoid the problem of vanishing gradients by reusing
activations from a previous layer until that the adjacent layer learns its weights. A lot of
typical models and variants of ResNet have been developed recently. In this work, we
choose ResNet18.

The other model we employ is based on the spectral-spatial attention network
(SSAN) [46]. It consists of two branches including an attention CNN branch for spatial
features and an attention bi-RNN branch for spectral features, then the joint spectral-spatial
features are extracted and processed by a merge layer and a fully-connected layer.

In this work, we take the output of the last fully-connected layer as the hyperspectral
feature embeddings with 128-dimensional in bands-grouping RNN, 512-dimensional in
ResNet18 and 1024-dimensional in SSAN.

Hyperspectral

 Feature 

Embedding

Label

 Semantic

 Embedding

Training 

data

Testing

data
tex

trx

Seen Label

(Training )

Unseen Label

(Testing) 

( ) ( )

seen hyperspectral embedding unseen hyperspectral embedding

seen label semantic embedding unseen label semantic embedding

( )trx ( )tex

( )
tr
z ( )

te
z

Figure 5. Illustration of phase A, feature embedding, embed hyperspectral features and label semantic
features into the corresponding feature spaces, respectively. Stars and triangles in the same color
belong to the same category, and the gray one represents the unseen category.

4.2.2. Semantic Label Embedding

Label semantic representations can establish a connection between a training set and
a test set that do not have any commo n category. Existing zero-shot learning methods
mainly take two types of label semantic representations, typically attributes [28,30,33,51]
or word vectors [34,52]. Attributes describe the common properties of objects, which are
human-labeled and costly. Public HSI datasets lack the source of attribute annotations. So
in this work, we consider using the word vector as the semantic representation of the labels.

The word-to-vector model is pre-trained in a large external unannotated text cor-
pus [53]. And it learns to represent each term as a fixed-length embedding vector by
exploring the semantic relationship between words.

To get the word vector of HSI categories, we take the word2vec tool provided by
Google (https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/ (accessed on 1 April 2021), The
project was created on Jul 30, 2013). The categories in public HSI datasets are usually
land-covers or crops, so we choose a pre-trained model which is trained on a part of Google
News dataset (about 100 billion words). This model contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3
million words and phrases.

4.3. Phase B: Feature Mapping

Usually, the hyperspectral features and the label semantic features are in different
embedding space, so the core stage is to find their correspondence by feature mapping.
According to the choice of the embedding spaces, as Figure 6, it can be split into two cases:
the visual-semantic mapping or the semantic-visual mapping.

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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visual-semantic embedding 
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Figure 6. Illustration of phase B, feature mapping, including semantic-visual feature mapping and
visual-semantic feature mapping. In this phase, a feature mapping model h(·) between two feature
space is learned on the training set.

4.3.1. Visual-Semantic Mapping

The hyperspectral features are projected to the label semantic feature space, and
the correspondence between visual-semantic embeddings and label semantic features is
learned in the label semantic feature space.

The deep visual-semantic embedding (DeVise) model [34] and the attribute label
embedding (ALE) model [51] are the representatives of this method. Both of them employ
the semantic space as the embedding space. The former learns a bilinear compatibility
function between the visual feature and the label semantic space using the ranking loss
which is derived from WSABIE loss [54], while the later one learns a linear mapping using
an efficient hinge ranking loss formulation.

ranking objective of DeVise:

∑
y∈YT R

W[φ(xn), ψ(y)]−W[φ(xn), ψ(yn)] + ∆(yn, y), (4)

where ∆(yn, y) is the 0/1 loss which equals to 0 if yn = y, and 1 otherwise.
Let 1(u) = 1 if u is true and 0 otherwise, r(xn, yn) be the rank of label yn for input xn,

and Lk = ∑k
j=1 1/i be a decreasing function of k to ensure that more importance is assigned

to the top of the ranking list.

ranking objective of ALE:

∑
y∈YT R

Lr∆(xn ,yn)

r∆(xn ,yn)
`(xn, yn, y), (5)

where `(xn, yn, y) is defined as :

W[φ(xn), ψ(y)]−W[φ(xn), ψ(yn)] + ∆(yn, y), (6)

and r∆(xn ,yn) = ∑y∈YT R 1(`(xn, yn, y) > 0).

4.3.2. Semantic-Visual Mapping

Since there is a hubness problem in cross-modal mapping for zero-shot learning [55],
the label semantic features are mapped to the visual feature space, the correspondence
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between semantic-visual embeddings and visual features is learned in the visual fea-
ture space.

Deep embedding model (DEM) [55] and Relation Network [56] have a degree of
influence on recent progress in zero-shot learning. DEM designs a deep embedding model,
which uses the visual space as the embedding space. Compared with other alternative
selection of embedding space, it would lead to fewer hubness problems. In DEM, the
label embedding is achieved by the semantic encoding subnet with two fully connected
(FC) layers. Each of the FC layer has a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and an L2 parameter
regularisation loss. They are linked together by the least square embedding loss which
aims to minimize the discrepancy between the visual feature φ(x) and its label embedding
vector in the visual feature space.

objective function of DEM:

1
N

N

∑
i=1
||φ(x)− f1(W2 f1(W1y))||2 + λ(||W1||2 + ||W2||2), (7)

where W1 and W2 are the weights learned in the two FC layers, respectively. f1(·) is the
ReLU function and λ is the hyperparameter weighing the strengths of the two L2 losses
against the embedding loss.

Relational Network (RN) is proposed with two branches including embedding module
and relation module. It learns a deep non-linear distance metric between visual features
and label embeddings. Mean square error (MSE) is used to train the RN model, regressing
the relation score to the ground truth, where the similarity of matched visual feature and
label embedding pair is 1 and the mismatched pair is 0.

4.4. Phase C: Label Reasoning

In the testing phase (illustrated as Figure 7), firstly, the learned mapping is transferred
to the visual features of testing samples and the label semantic representations of testing
categories. After that, to assign the most suitable category, a metric learning method is
adopted. A common choice is the nearest neighbor classifier which classifies the testing
instances according to the nearest distances of the class prototypes against the projections
of testing instances in the embedding space [30].

Different from the way of using metric learning to determine the final category, the
optimization goal of both DeVise [34] and ALE [51] during training is a margin-based
ranking loss function, which has been detailed described previously. In semantic auto-
encoder (SAE) [52], linear regression is employed to obtain a projection matrix W for
projecting the data between the visual embedding space and the label embedding space.
The classification of the testing set in the embedding space is achieved by calculating the
distance between the feature representation and the prototype projections. The k-means
clustering with cosine distance is applied to determine the category here.

The classification in DEM [55] is achieved by simply calculating the distance from vi-
sual feature to the embed prototypes, k-nearest neighbor search with cosine distance metric
is performed in visual embedding space to match the projection of visual feature against
that of an unseen category prototype. Contrary to the fixed metrics or the shallower learned
metrics used in these previous work, RN [56] choose to identify matching/mismatching
pairs by deep learning a non-linear similarity metric jointly with the embedding.
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Figure 7. Illustration of phase C, label reasoning. In this phase, the learned mapping h(·) is firstly
applied to get the corresponding embedding, and then a similar metric g(·) is employed in the
selected feature space to find the final label.

In addition, we show the algorithm flow of the proposed solution in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Description of algorithm flow.

Input: T R = {xtr
i , ytr

i }
Ntr
i=1, labeled training dataset;

{xte
j }

Nte
j=1 from T E , unseen testing samples;

ZT R and ZT E , list of seen and unseen categories.
Output: {yte

j }
Nte
j=1, label of unseen testing samples.

1 Phase A: Feature Embedding
2 Hyperspectral feature embedding φ(·) : X → X̃ ;
3 Label semantic feature embedding ψ(·) : Z → Z̃ ;

4 Phase B: Feature Mapping
5 case Visual-Semantic Mapping do
6 Learn h(·) on T R with label ytr

i : X̃ → Z̃
7 case Semantic-Visual Mapping do
8 Learn h(·) on T R with label ytr

i : Z̃ → X̃
9 end

10 Phase C: Label Reasoning
11 for ∀xte

j ∈ XT E do
12 Get the hyperspectral feature φ(xte

j ) ∈ X̃ and the label semantic feature

ψ(zj
te) ∈ Z̃ ;

13 Get the corresponding embedding through the learned mapping h(·);
14 Find its final label yte

i by the similarity metric g(·).
15 end
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5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets

We complete a set of experiments on a pair of datasets collected by the same hyper-
spectral sensor. The reason for this selection is that different hyperspectral sensors have
significant spectral gaps in hyperspectral imaging due to differences in wavelength range
and spectral resolution. Our choice of pair datasets acquired by the same hyperspectral
sensor can maintain greater consistency in the physical meaning of the spectra. So, we select
four public hyperspectral datasets, including Indian Pines (IP), Salinas (SA), Pavia Center
(PC), and Pavia University (PU). The false color images and the corresponding groundtruth
maps are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. According to the hyperspectral sensor type
of collecting data, we divide them into two groups, A and B. Each group has two datasets
to form a pair of training set and testing set. Table 1 shows the detailed information of these
four datasets. In addition, the name of categories and the corresponding number of samples
of these two groups are shown in Figures 10 and 11, separately.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8. (a) The false color image of the Indian Pines dataset [57], (b) The corresponding ground-
truth map. (c) The false color image of the Salinas dataset [22], (d) The corresponding ground-
truth map.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9. (a) The false color image of the Pavia Center dataset [58], (b) The corresponding ground-
truth map. (c) The false color image of the Pavia University dataset [58], (d) The corresponding
ground-truth map.
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Table 1. Detailed information of four hyperspectral datasets. Indian Pines, Salinas, Pavia Center and
Pavia University.

Group A Group B

Indian Pines Salinas Pavia Center Pavia University

Sensor AVIRIS AVIRIS ROSIS ROSIS
Spectral range 400–2500 400–2500 430–860 430–860

Area Indiana California Pavia Pavia
Number of bands 200 204 102 103

Spatial size 145× 145 512× 217 1096× 715 610× 340
Number of classes 16 16 9 9

For HSI classification across different datasets, it is important to choose the appropriate
combination of training and test sets. We split the selected datasets into the following
2 groups.

Group A: The Indian Pines dataset and the Salinas dataset. Both datasets were
acquired by the AVIRIS sensor. To keep the input dimension of spectral consistent, we
removed the last four bands from the Salinas dataset. Both of these two datasets has
16 different categories, but there are too few samples of some categories in this dataset,
which will cause serious problems of category imbalance, so we exclude categories with less
than 200 samples, including Alfalfa, Grass-pasture-mowed, Oats and Stone-Steel-Towers.
The final selected categories of the training and testing sets are listed in Table 2. We design
two cases of training and testing set as follows:

• Case 1: IP-SA
Training Set—Indian Pines dataset with 12 categories.
Testing Set—Salinas dataset 16 categories.

• Case 2: SA-IP
Training Set—Salinas dataset with 12 categories.
Testing Set—Indian Pines dataset 16 categories.

Group B: The Pavia Center dataset and the Pavia University dataset. Both datasets
were acquired by the ROSIS sensor. To keep the input dimension of spectral consistent, we
remove the last band from the Pavia University dataset. Each dataset covers 9 different
categories, but 6 categories are the same between these two datasets. In order to keep
the categories of training and testing set disjoint, we choose 5 categories of Pavia Center
dataset and 6 categories of Pavia University dataset to form the combinations, which listed
in Table 3. We design two cases of training and testing set as follows:

• Case 3: PU-PC
Training Set—Pavia University dataset with 6 categories.
Testing Set—Pavia Center dataset 5 categories.

• Case 4: PC-PU
Training Set—Pavia Center dataset with 5 categories.
Testing Set—Pavia University dataset 6 categories.

Besides, considering that the hyperspectral images of two different regions actually
collected are likely to have duplicate land-cover categories, so we also perform experiments
on dataset-pairs with duplicate categories in another two cases as follows:

• Case 5: PU’-PC’
Training Set—Pavia University dataset with 9 categories.
Testing Set—Pavia Center dataset 9 categories.

• Case 6: PC’-PU’
Training Set—Pavia Center dataset with 9 categories.
Testing Set—Pavia University dataset 9 categories.
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(a) SA (b) IP

Figure 10. The name of categories and the corresponding number of labeled samples of datasets in
Group A.

(a) PU (b) PC

Figure 11. The name of categories and the corresponding number of labeled samples of datasets in
Group B.

Table 2. The selected categories of Indian Pines dataset and Salinas dataset for Case 1 and Case 2.

No. Indian Pines Salinas

1 Corn-no till Brocoli_green_weeds_1
2 Corn-min till Brocoli_green_weeds_2
3 Corn Fallow
4 Grass-pasture Fallow_rough_plow
5 Grass-trees Fallow_smooth
6 Hay-windrowed Stubble
7 Soybean-no till Celery
8 Soybean-min till Grapes_untrained
9 Soybean-clean Soil_Vinyard_develop
10 Wheat Corn_green_weeds
11 Woods Lettuce_romaine_4
12 Buildings-Grass-Trees-Drives Lettuce_romaine_5
13 Lettuce_romaine_6
14 Lettuce_romaine_7
15 Vinyard_untrained
16 Vinyard_vertical_trellis

Total 10,062 54,129

Table 3. The selected categories of Pavia Center dataset and Pavia University dataset for Case 3 and
Case 4.

No. Pavia Center Pavia University

1 Water Asphalt
2 Self-Blocking Bricks Meadows
3 Bitumen Gravel
4 Tiles Trees
5 Shadows Painted metal sheets
6 Bare Soil

Total 91,775 36,817
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5.2. Evaluation Metric

The datasets we use are small and have few categories, so the search space at evalua-
tion time is restricted to the test categories (YT E ) in the experimental setting. We employ
the average per-class top-k accuracy as the metric and list top-1 accuracy and top-3 accuracy
as the results. We average the correct predictions for each category before dividing their
cumulative sum of the number of classes, the average per-class top-k accuracy is defined
as the following way:

acctop-k =
1

||YT E ||

||YT E ||

∑
c=1

mc

test labels
(8)

where mc is the number of correct predictions of top-k rank in c.

5.3. Implementation Details
5.3.1. Visual Embeddings

We obtain visual embeddings from the aforementioned HSI classification models.
For each combination of training and testing sets, we retrain and optimal the model for
each training set and save its model parameters as a pre-trained model. We finally load
the pre-trained model without the softmax layer of the original classifier and get the
visual embeddings.

For the bands-grouping RNN, we group 10 bands for each time step. The hidden layer
units of RNN is set to 256, and the size of latter fully-connected layer is set to 128. For the
ResNet18, it contains 17 convolutional layers and a fully connected layer. The size of spatial
region for each pixel is set to 28× 28× 3, and the last fully connected layer output a 512-
dimensional visual feature vector. For the SSAN, the size of spatial region for each pixel is
set to 28× 28× 3, and the output of fully connected layer is 1024-dimensional. In addition,
we employ L2 regularization and a dropout parameter set to 0.4 to avoid overfitting.

These three methods also have some common parameters in training, the batch size of
the pre-training stage is set to 256 and the learning rate is 0.001.

5.3.2. Semantic Label Embeddings

As illustrated in Figure 12, first of all, Figure 12a indicates that some categories
in Indian Pines dataset are hard to classify in the origin spectral dimension, especially
“Soybean-clean”, “Soybean-no-till”, “Soybean-min-till” and “Corn-min-till” according to
Figure 12b. Relatively speaking, as PCA 2D projection of word2vec vectors in Figure 12c,
it shows that label semantic representations have good separability of categories. It also
proves the effectiveness of word2vec vectors.

In addtion, many categories of names in the HSI dataset are composed of multiple
words, so we load and average the word vectors corresponding to each category. Secondly,
not all words of category names can be found in this corpus. Thus, we have modified
the names of categories slightly without violating the original meaning. For instance,
“Lettuce_romanine_4wk” refers to the lettuce that grows in the fourth week, but “4wk”
is not a word, so we change it to “Lettuce_romanine_4”. The same operation applies to
other categories.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 12. (a) Mean Spectrums curve of Indian Pines dataset, (b) PCA visualization of mean spectrums in 2-D, (c) PCA
visualization of word2vec vectors in 2-D.

5.3.3. Visual-Semantic Alignment

Many classic zero-shot learning methods make use of category attributes provided
by the public dataset, but there is no corresponding attributes data in the hyperspectral
dataset. Therefore, we choose some models that only used word embeddings as the
category reference data.

The selected comparative methods are DeVise, WLE, SAE, DEM and RN. All of
them have been briefly introduced previously. Specifically, Word2Vec Label Embedding
(WLE) is a variant of Attribute Label Embedding (ALE) model that uses word2vec instead
of attributes. In these methods, DeVise and WLE align two parts of embeddings in the
semantic space, and DEM and relation network are mapping the label semantic embeddings
to the visual space. Moreover, SAE can be applied in both two space. The parameter settings
are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Parameter configurations for comparative methods.

Methods Parameters

Visual Bands-grouping RNN feature dim = 128; the number of grouping bands = 10;
Feature ResNet18 feature dim = 512; the spatial size = 28× 28

Embedding SSAN feature dim = 1024; the spatial size = 28× 28; dropout = 0.4

DeVise margin = 0.1; learning_rate = 0.0001
Zero WLE learning_rate = 0.001
-shot SAE λ = 100,000; learning_rate = 0.0001

Learning DEM λ = 0.0001; learning_rate = 0.00001
RN learning_rate = 0.0001

5.4. Analysis of Experimental Results

We take the training and testing set in six cases with their selected categories, and
report the experimental results using visual features obtained from bands-grouping RNN,
ResNet18 and SSAN, respectively. Table 5 list results on GroupA datasets with case 1 and
case 2 (IP and SA), Table 6 present the results on GroupB datasets with case 3 and case 4
(PU and PC), and Table 7 shows results on GroupB datasets with case 5 and case 6 (PU’
and PC’). The reports list the average results of 5 runs.

Table 5. Classification performance of multiple comparative methods on GroupA datasets (Case 1 and Case 2) under
different visual feature extraction models including the bands-grouping RNN, ResNet18, and SSAN. The best results are
shown in red, the blue results represent the second-ranked and the third-ranked results are displayed in green.

Acc Model V/S
SA-IP (19) IP-SA (16)

BG-RNN ResNet18 SSAN BG-RNN ResNet18 SSAN

Top1

DeVise V → S 13.83 10.67 15.87 10.77 11.44 13.25

WLE V → S 8.64 8.57 11.60 6.91 10.52 6.96

SAE
V → S 9.54 10.50 11.27 5.58 9.01 7.23

S→ V 10.08 8.12 12.16 7.81 12.66 7.35

DEM S→ V 17.48 17.11 22.65 12.41 12.03 8.28

RN S→ V 20.21 13.79 14.60 13.59 13.25 14.25

Top3

DeVise V → S 28.23 24.14 31.60 24.87 23.89 30.21

WLE V → S 23.33 21.92 26.88 16.63 24.18 21.79

SAE
V → S 23.92 23.37 26.70 15.83 16.15 22.24

S→ V 29.11 25.11 25.52 14.49 14.57 24.72

DEM S→ V 28.42 31.50 36.10 25.48 24.29 28.68

RN S→ V 32.76 28.44 29.28 30.22 28.78 38.09
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Table 6. Classification performance of multiple comparative methods on GroupB datasets (Case 3 and Case 4) under
different visual feature extraction models including the bands-grouping RNN, ResNet18, and SSAN. The best results are
shown in red, the blue results represent the second-ranked and the third-ranked results are displayed in green.

Acc Model V/S
PU-PC (5) PC-PU (6)

BG-RNN ResNet18 SSAN BG-RNN ResNet18 SSAN

Top1

DeVise V → S 12.93 13.55 17.94 27.94 20.42 31.65

WLE V → S 20.44 17.81 23.72 28.24 28.91 37.44

SAE
V → S 9.59 6.34 5.46 24.79 21.68 26.65

S→ V 10.56 7.03 7.17 20.50 19.54 28.61

DEM S→ V 17.47 17.49 19.10 24.85 25.15 41.07

RN S→ V 27.22 21.33 25.16 31.39 29.39 33.43

Top3

DeVise V → S 23.88 29.84 45.14 52.27 38.08 62.63

WLE V → S 48.97 48.37 61.17 56.79 58.68 68.77

SAE
V → S 26.28 21.62 23.47 49.64 40.78 49.29

S→ V 22.09 25.19 28.64 41.42 37.37 44.59

DEM S→ V 44.05 45.33 58.19 53.74 52.52 77.39

RN S→ V 54.85 59.83 62.21 68.12 61.63 67.85

Table 7. Classification performance of multiple comparative methods on GroupB datasets (Case 5 and Case 6) under
different visual feature extraction models including the bands-grouping RNN, ResNet18, and SSAN. The best results are
shown in red, the blue results represent the second-ranked and the third-ranked results are displayed in green.

Acc Model V/S
PU’-PC’ (9) PC’-PU’ (9)

BG-RNN ResNet18 SSAN BG-RNN ResNet18 SSAN

Top1

DeVise V → S 10.34 8.13 11.75 12.54 13.76 13.52

WLE V → S 12.56 11.49 14.21 13.12 18.44 16.30

SAE
V → S 1.59 5.71 4.48 1.61 9.05 2.41

S→ V 4.88 7.46 8.48 2.29 6.72 3.36

DEM S→ V 13.29 13.32 22.11 16.71 17.42 19.23

RN S→ V 19.72 12.73 21.53 18.82 18.01 20.08

Top3

DeVise V → S 31.22 27.88 36.80 31.58 33.84 35.65

WLE V → S 37.08 35.34 39.22 35.83 39.18 43.67

SAE
V → S 26.37 26.68 28.60 32.17 35.44 34.17

S→ V 28.41 27.92 30.70 26.67 28.63 37.89

DEM S→ V 39.05 39.13 47.51 45.14 44.43 48.01

RN S→ V 41.38 37.75 45.17 48.24 46.21 55.38

The comparison of experimental results using different feature extraction networks
show that the source of visual embeddings has a considerable effect on the experimental
results. The results indicate that the performance of SSAN which extracts joint spatial-
spectral features is better than both the bands-grouping RNN which only focuses on
the spectral feature and ResNet18 which concentrates on the spatial information. It is
consistent with the trend in ordinary hyperspectral classification methods. For Group A,
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this is because IP and SA are collected from rural areas which mostly covered with crops,
and the crops usually have a homogeneous distribution in the spatial domain. In contrast,
Group B datasets have intricate distribution spatially. PC and PU provide data from
the urban area, some category distributions here are decentralized, and some are mixed
together. The advantage of HSI is the rich spectral information, also the introduction of
complex spatial distribution has a positive impact on the performance of the classification
or recognition task. Therefore, the superiority of hyperspectral data can be brought into
play only by combining and fully mining the spectral and spatial information.

As we can observe, Group A is underperformed, especially the IP-SA case. The re-
sults of SAE and WLE with visual feature embedding under bands-grouping RNN are
even nearly close to random classification performance. The poor performance may be
caused by the reason that the categories in Group A mainly are crops, some of which only
have a slight difference in terms of the name. For example, “Brocoli_green_weeds_1” and
“Brocoli_green_weeds_2” in Salinas dataset, or “Soybean-no till”, “Soybean-min till” and
“Soybean-clean” in Indian Pines dataset. They belong to the same type of land cover, but
they have different spectra in hyperspectral data because they are under different conditions.
Therefore, in the HSI data set, they are usually distinguished by adding other words or num-
bers. In zero-shot learning, we employ label semantic representation as side information, but
for these categories which are only slightly different in name, they are difficult to distinguish
semantically. It has a certain negative impact on classification performance.

Focusing on case 3 and case 4 of Group B (see Table 6), it can be noticed that only the
results of the WLE and RN perform beyond the random classification performance in the
PU-PC case. This is in stark contrast to the results of another case PC-PU, in which all
zero-shot learning methods perform better. The huge difference between the number of
labeled samples for training and testing comes to the first reason for this situation. It can
be seen in Table 3, the PC dataset has 91,775 labeled samples while the PU dataset only
has 36,817 in case 3 and case 4. The second reason is the unbalanced categories. Both of
them have severely uneven data distribution. For example, the number of “Waters” in
the PC dataset is 65,571 and “Meadows” has 18,449 samples in PU dataset while the other
categories only have a few thousand. Group A has a similar situation. Besides, Group
B covers the scene captured from the urban area, where most of the categories have a
scattered and complex spatial distribution.

The “V/S” item in the tables indicate the choice of embedding space. Among all
the zero-shot learning methods, the results in SAE are unsatisfactory, and several items
of accuracy are even lower than the performance of random prediction. It suggests that
there is no linear relationship between the visual feature embedding and the label semantic
embedding. Besides, the performance of DeVise and WLE also prove that, both of which
employ bi-linear compatibility function to connect the visual feature embedding and
the label semantic embedding. So this kind of method cannot generalized well in the
HSI classification task. Through these comparative experiments, it can be found that the
“S→ V” method shows better results no matter under different visual feature extraction
models or in different combinations of training and testing datasets, especially RN. It
implies that treat visual space as an embedding space is a better choice for the application
of zero-shot learning in HSI classification.

Case 5 and case 6 where the training set and the testing set shared some categories
are attempts for generalized zero-shot learning. Table 7 shows the experimental results.
Compared with previous experiments, the top-k accuracy has no significant improvement
with the existence of common categories. There are two main reasons. First of all, both
datasets have 9 categories, but their distribution of each category is visibly different, even
the same categories in PC or PU has a significant difference in distribution. For example,
the entire PC dataset contains 148,152 labeled samples and the PU dataset contains 42,776
labeled samples in total. What’s more, as shown in Figure 11, “Meadows” has 18,649
labeled samples in the PU dataset but has 42,826 in the PC dataset.“Self-Blocking Bricks” is
the category with the fewest samples in the PC dataset, and there are only 2685 samples, but
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it ranks fifth in the number of samples in the PU dataset, with 3682 samples. Secondly, it is
worth mentioning that the spectra of the same land-cover may not be fully consistent. The
spectral curves of the same type of land-cover in the same dataset may have a certain range
of fluctuation due to the spatial distribution or occlusion. Moreover, for these two datasets
collected by the same sensor, the differences in the imaging environment, such as different
weather conditions or lighting effects, may cause some variations in the spectrum of the
same category. These also have a certain interference on the performance of classification.
Besides, the experimental result of case 5 and case 6 are also consistent with the trends of
the previous experiments.

In addition, in order to prove the positive effect of generalized zero-shot learning,
we add a comparison with the ordinary hyperspectral classification in cases 5 and case 6,
Figure 13 shows the top-1 accuracy of each comparative methods. As we can see, the DEM
and RN perform more robust and superior.

(a) PU’-PC’ (b) PC’-PU’

Figure 13. The top-1 accuracy of the ordinary hyperspectral classification and the comparative zero-shot learning methods
in case 5 PU’-PC’ and case 6 PC’-PU’.

6. Conclusions and Discussion
6.1. Conclusions

In this work, we introduce a new paradigm of HSI classification training and testing
the classifier on different datasets. It breaks through the traditional HSI classification
paradigm of dividing training and testing data on the same data cube. Considering the
differences in the acquisition, preprocessing, and spectral resolution of different hyperspec-
tral sensors, we select a pair of hyperspectral datasets captured from the same imaging
sensor forming the training set and the testing set, respectively. Once trained, the classifier
can be applied to any HSI data collected by the same hyperspectral sensor, as long as we
know the contained categories, and it does not require a re-training process.

Because of the difference in the imaging scene, there is always a gap in the categories
of different HSI datasets. To narrow the gap between the training set and the testing set
of this task, we employ label semantic representations as side information. It can help
establish connections between seen and unseen categories. Then, it learns the relationships
between the visual features of hyperspectral data and semantic features of labels by feature
mapping. Finally, the learned mapping is transferred to the testing data, and we derive
the final label by similarity metric in label reasoning. In this work, we select word2vec as
the label embedding tool, and we compare three hyperspectral feature extraction models.
Moreover, we mainly analyze zero-shot learning methods, including SAE, ALE, DeVise,
DEM, and RN, with different visual-semantic alignment strategies. Experimental results
show the potential of our scheme for HSI classification across different datasets.
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6.2. Discussion

The hyperspectral image dataset covers a scene with various land-cover categories,
and the spatial distributions usually are complex and diverse. Domain shift in both spatial
and spectral is the main issue of this task. For example, in rural area datasets such as
Indian Pines and Salinas, the crop categories may include different growing periods of
the same crop (as “Soybean no-till”, “Soybean min-till” and “Soybean clean” in Indian
Pines). Despite their spectral differences, it is still difficult to distinguish these categories
semantically. Another is urban area datasets such as Pavia Center and Pavia University.
Their category distribution is very scattered, and the distribution of the same category in
different datasets is also significantly different. This is also part of the reasons for poor
classification results currently. Besides, there are very few publicly available hyperspectral
datasets, and datasets from the same sensor are even rarer, which all pose a huge challenge
for dealing with the hyperspectral image classification task across datasets. However,
starting from the proposed solution, many improvements and extensions are possible to
improve the performance. It still can be a future trend.
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